Mastering Ninject for Dependency Injection teaches you the most powerful concepts of Ninject in a simple and easy to understand format using lots of practical examples, diagrams, and illustrations. Mastering Ninject for Dependency Injection is aimed at software developers and architects who wish to create maintainable, extensible, testable, and loosely coupled applications since Ninject targets the .NET platform. This book is not suitable for software developers of other platforms; being familiar with design patterns such as Singleton or Factory would be beneficial, but no knowledge of Dependency Injection or IOC is assumed.

Ninject is the next generation in build automation; it allows you to define dependencies for your project in a clear way and also customize how they are resolved to suit your needs. It offers fine-grained control over how to publish your artifacts to Maven and Ivy repositories. Graddle dependency management defines dependencies for your Java-based project and customizes how they are resolved.

You will learn how to configure the publication of artifacts to different repositories packed with plenty of code samples. You will understand how to define the repositories that contain dependencies following this. You will learn how to customize the dependency resolution process in Gradle API 2.0, the latest evolution of Microsoft's web services toolkit, which allows the creation of RESTful applications built on the ASP.NET platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a high-productivity development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide range of clients including mobile devices.

This book puts API into context for the experienced MVC framework developer and dives deep into the tools and techniques required to build API applications that integrate with the MVC framework. It shows you how to create single-page applications to consume them by best-selling author Adam Freeman.

Adam Freeman explains how to get the most from API 2.0 by building on the foundation of the MVC framework and the ASP.NET platform. He starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features going in depth to give you the knowledge you need to prepare for the Microsoft Exam 70-487 and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of developing Windows Azure and web services designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status. Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft Specialist level.

The focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: accessing data, querying, and manipulating data by using the Entity Framework, designing and implementing WCF services, and creating and consuming API-based services. The book covers these topics with strategic what-if scenarios to challenge you.

The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code, architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET. ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant advances over previous versions. New mobile and desktop templates employing adaptive rendering are included together with support for jQuery Mobile for the first time. New display modes allow your application to select views based on the browser's capability. The book covers this with examples using the ASP.NET MVC 4 framework.

The book uses ASP.NET MVC 4 with the latest C# language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience. You'll discover MVC's strengths and weaknesses for yourself and put your best learned theory into practice. The book's authors, Steve Sanderson and Adam Freeman, have both watched the growth of ASP.NET MVC since its first release. Steve is a well-known blogger on the MVC framework and a member of the Microsoft platform and tools team. Adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been responsible for some of the world's largest and most ambitious projects. You can be sure you are in safe hands for high-quality multi-platform native apps with Xamarin forms. Key features packed with real-world scenarios and solutions to help you build professional-grade mobile apps with Xamarin forms build an effective mobile app architecture with the Xamarin forms toolkit find out how when and why you should use architectural patterns and get best practices with Xamarin forms book description discover how to extend and build upon the components of the Xamarin forms toolkit to develop an effective robust mobile app architecture starting with an app built with the basics of the Xamarin forms toolkit and go step-by-step through several advanced topics to create a solution architecture rich with the benefits of good design patterns and best practices. You'll start by introducing a core separation between the app's user interface and its business logic by applying the MVVM pattern and data binding, and then you focus on...
building out a layer of plugin like services that handle platform specific utilities such as navigation and geo location and on how to loosely use these services in the app with inversion of control and dependency injection next you connect the app to a live web based api and set up offline synchronization then you delve into testing the app logic through unit tests finally you set up visual studio app center for monitoring usage and bugs to gain a proactive edge on app quality what you will learn implement the model view model mvvm pattern and data binding in xamarin forms mobile apps extend the xamarin forms navigation api with a custom viewmodel centric navigation service leverage the inversion of control and dependency injection patterns in xamarin forms mobile apps work with online and offline data in xamarin forms mobile apps test business logic in xamarin forms mobile apps use platform specific apis to build rich custom user interfaces in xamarin forms mobile apps explore how to improve mobile app quality using visual studio appcenter who this book is for this book is intended for c developers who are familiar with the xamarin platform and the xamarin forms toolkit if you have already started working with xamarin forms and want to take your app to the next level with higher quality maintainability testability and flexibility then this book is for you this one hundred page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the asp net mvc 4 framework to build world class rest services using the api it sets aside much of what the asp net mvc framework can do and focuses exclusively on how the api can help you build web services you will not find any help on css html javascript or jquery nor will you find any help on the razor view engine html helpers or model binding if you need this information then pro asp net mvc 4 is your perfect book asp net mvc 4 and the api building a rest service from start to finish helps you build cutting edge rest services using asp net mvc 4 and the api in more depth and detail than any other resource asp net mvc has always been a good platform on which to implement rest but with the advent of the api it has now become even better this book will show you why it’s great and how to get the most from it author jamie kurtz will take you from zero to full blown rest service hero in no time at all and you ll even learn how to incorporate some popular open source tools along the way little or no experience with asp net or the mvc framework is required asp net mvc insiders cover the latest updates to the technology in this popular wrox reference mvc 5 is the newest update to the popular microsoft technology that enables you to build dynamic data driven websites like previous versions this guide shows you step by step techniques on using mvc to best advantage with plenty of practical tutorials to illustrate the concepts it covers controllers views and models forms and html helpers data annotation and validation membership authorization and security mvc 5 the latest version of mvc adds sophisticated features such as single page applications mobile optimization and adaptive rendering a team of top microsoft mvp experts along with visionaries in the field provide practical advice on basic and advanced mvc topics covers controllers views models forms data annotations authorization and security ajax routing asp net web api dependency injection unit testing real world application and much more professional asp net mvc 5 is the comprehensive resource you need to make the best use of the updated model view controller technology get up and running with asp net mvc 4 and learn how to build modern server side web applications this guide helps you understand how the framework performs and shows you how to use various features to solve many real world development scenarios you re likely to face in the process you ll learn how to work with html javascript the entity framework and other web technologies you ll start by learning core concepts such as the model view controller architectural pattern and then work your way toward advanced topics the authors demonstrate asp net mvc 4 best practices and techniques by building a sample online auction site ebuy throughout the book learn the similarities between asp net mvc 4 and forms use entity framework to create and maintain an application database create rich web applications using jquery for client side development incorporate ajax techniques into your web applications learn how to create and expose asp net api services deliver a rich and consistent experience for mobile devices apply techniques for error handling automated testing and build automation use various options to deploy your asp net mvc 4 application the asp net mvc 5 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft’s asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability to define routes using c attributes and the ability to override filters the user experience of building mvc applications has also been substantially improved the new more tightly integrated visual studio 2013 ide has been created specifically with mvc application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve development times and assist in reporting debugging and deploying your code the popular bootstrap javascript library has also now been included natively within mvc 5 providing you the developer with a wider range of multi platform css and html5 options than ever before without the penalty of having to load in third party libraries the asp net mvc
framework has always been a good platform on which to implement rest based services but the introduction of the
asp.net api framework raised the bar to a whole new level now in release version 2.1 the api framework has
evolved into a powerful and refreshingly usable platform this concise book provides technical background and
guidance that will enable you to best use the asp.net api 2 framework to build world class rest services new
content in this edition includes new capabilities in api 2 currently version 2.1 support for partial updates or patch
api versioning support for legacy soap based operations how to handle non resource apis using rest how to best
expose relationships between resources json tokens cors csrf get ready for authors jamie kurtz and brian wortman
to take you from zero to rest service hero in no time at all no prior experience with asp.net api is required all api
related concepts are introduced from basic principles and developed to the point where you can use them in a
production system a good working knowledge of c and the net framework are the only prerequisites to best
benefit from this book the asp.net mvc 3 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp.net web platform it
provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development
and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp.net 4 in this third edition the core model view
controller mvc architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in
action you ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e commerce web application that combines
asp.net mvc with the latest c language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical
experience you ll discover mvc s strengths and weaknesses for yourself and put your best learned theory into
practice the book s authors steve sanderson and adam freeman have both watched the growth of asp.net mvc
since its first release steve is a well known blogger on the mvc framework and a member of the microsoft platform
and tools team adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been responsible for
some of the world s largest and most ambitious projects you can be sure you are in safe hands master the skills
required to develop cross platform applications from drawing board to app store s using xamarin about this book
learn to deliver high performance native apps that leverage platform specific acceleration complied for native
performance learn development techniques that will allow you to use and create custom layouts for cross platform
ui gain the knowledge needed to become more efficient in testing deploying and monitoring your applications
implement application life cycle management concepts to manage cross platform projects who this book is for
mobile application developers wanting to develop skills required to steer cross platform applications using
xamarin what you will learn share c code across platforms and call native objective c or java libraries from c
submit your app to the apple app store and google play use the out of the box services to support third party
libraries find out how to get feedback while your application is used by your users create shared data access using
a local sqlite database and a rest service test and monitor your applications gain memory management skills to
avoid memory leaks and premature code cycles while decreasing the memory print of your applications integrate
network resources with cross platform applications design and implement eye catching and reusable ui
components without compromising on nativity in mobile applications in detail developing a mobile application for
just one platform is becoming a thing of the past companies expect their apps to be supported on ios android and
windows phone while leveraging the best native features on all three platforms xamarin s tools help ease this
problem by giving developers a single toolset to target all three platforms the main goal of this course is to equip
you with knowledge to successfully analyze develop and manage xamarin cross platform projects using the most
efficient robust and scalable implementation patterns module 1 is a step by step guide to building real world
applications for ios and android the module walks you through building a chat application complete with a
backend web service and native features such as gps location camera and push notifications additionally you ll
learn how to use external libraries with xamarin and xamarin forms module 2 provide you recipes on how to create
an architecture that will be maintainable extendable use xamarin forms plugins to boost productivity we start with
a simple creation of a xamarin forms solution customize the style and behavior of views for each platform further
on we demonstrate the power of architecting a cross platform solution next you will utilize and access hardware
features that vary from platform to platform with cross platform techniques you will master the steps of getting
the app ready and publishing it in the app store the last module starts with general topics such as memory
management asynchronous programming local storage networking and platform specific features you will learn
about key tools to leverage the pattern and advanced implementation strategies finally we show you the toolset for
application lifecycle management to help you prepare the development pipeline to manage and see cross platform
projects through to public or private release after the completion of this course you will learn a path that will get
you up and running with developing cross platform mobile applications and help you become the go to person

mastering ninject for dependency injection
when it comes to xamarin style and approach this course will serve as comprehensive guide for developing cross platform applications with xamarin with a unique approach that will engage you like never before as you create real world cross platform apps on your own pro asp net api shows you how to build flexible extensible web services that run seamlessly on a range of operating systems and devices from desktops to tablets to smart phones even the ones we don t know today asp net api is a new framework designed to simplify web service architecture so if you re tired of interoperability issues between inflexible web services and clients tied to specific platforms or programming languages or if you ve ever struggled with wcf this book is for you to start with you ll get up to speed on api s modern http programming model rest and your hosting options you ll then dive into building a real application over a series of three chapters so you can get an immediate feel for how this technology works in practice the second half of the book features dedicated chapters on topics like routing controllers validation and tracing and the authors close with discussions on performance hosting and an all important look at unit testing to help you prepare your application for the real world asp net api makes http a first class citizen of net with pro asp net api you can build http based web services for your company or business expose your data to the world across different formats and devices and gain the best possible global reach for your application an outstanding author team presents the ultimate wrox guide to asp net mvc 4 microsoft insiders join giants of the software development community to offer this in depth guide to asp net mvc an essential web development technology experienced net and asp net developers will find all the important information they need to build dynamic data driven websites with asp net and the newest release of microsoft s model view controller technology featuring step by step guidance and lots of code samples this guide gets you started and moves all the way to advanced topics using plenty of examples designed to give experienced net and asp net programmers everything needed to work with the newest version of mvc technology expert author team includes microsoft asp net mvc insiders as well as leaders of the programming community covers controllers views models forms and html helpers data annotation and validation membership authorization security and routing includes essential topics such as ajax and jquery nuget dependency injection unit testing extending mvc and razor includes additional real world coverage requested by readers of the previous edition as well as a new case study example chapter asp net 4 is the latest version of microsoft s revolutionary web technology it is the principal technology for creating dynamic web pages on the windows platform applied asp net 4 in context sets the standard for clear simple hands on advice for learning and deploying microsoft s dynamic web solutions seasoned net author adam freeman explains how to get the most from asp net by focusing on the features you need for your project he starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features going in depth to give you the knowledge you need to use asp net in a real world context effective and powerful asp net programming is easier than ever before with this informed and practical guide develop powerful cross platform applications with xamarin about this book write native cross platform applications with xamarin design user interfaces that can be shared across android ios and windows phone using xamarin forms practical cross platform development strategies who this book is for if you are a developer with experience in c and are just getting into mobile development this is the book for you this book will give you a head start with cross platform development and will be the most useful to developers who have experience with desktop applications or the web what you will learn apple s mvc design pattern the android activity lifecycle share c code across platforms and call native objective c or java libraries from c create a real web service back end in windows azure using sql azure as database storage set up third party libraries such as nuget and objective sharpie in many different ways and port a desktop net library to xamarin use xamarin mobile for camera contacts and location in detail xamarin is a leading cross platform application development tool used by top companies such as coca cola honeywell and alaska airlines to build apps version 4 features significant updates to the platform including the release of xamarin forms 2 0 and improvements have been made to the ios and android designers xamarin was acquired by microsoft so it is now a part of the visual studio family this book will show you how to build applications for ios android and windows you will be walked through the process of creating an application that comes complete with a back end web service and native features such as gps location camera push notifications and other core features additionally you ll learn how to use external libraries with xamarin and xamarin forms to create user interfaces this book also provides instructions for visual studio and windows this edition has been updated with new screenshots and detailed steps to provide you with a holistic overview of the new features in xamarin 4 style and approach this book offers a tutorial style approach to teach you the skills required to develop end to end cross platform solutions with xamarin author steven sanderson has seen the asp net mvc framework mature from the start so his experience combined with comprehensive coverage
of all the new features including those in the official mvc development toolkit offers the clearest understanding of how this exciting new framework can improve your coding efficiency with this book you ll gain invaluable up to date knowledge of security deployment and interoperability challenges the asp net mvc 2 framework introduces a radical high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net 3.5 in this book the core model view controller mvc architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in action you ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e commerce web application that combines asp net mvc with c language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience you ll discover mvc s strengths and weaknesses for yourself and put your best learned theory into practice if you are a net developer who wants to eliminate the problems related to defective third party web service integration or batch job failures then this is the book for you it is also perfect for those of you who are new to n servicebus and service oriented architecture and would like to learn how you can streamline all of your development efforts new edition of the top book on mvc from the top asp net experts at microsoft mvc 3.0 is the latest update to microsoft s model view controller technology which enables developers to build dynamic data driven web sites this in depth book shows you step by step how to use mvc 3.0 written by top asp net mvc experts at microsoft the latest edition of this popular book covers new and updated features such as the new view engine razor nuget and much more the book s practical tutorials reinforce concepts and allow you create real world applications topics include controllers and actions forms and html helpers ajax unit testing and much more shows developers and programmers how to use asp net mvc 3.0 microsoft s new version of its model view controller technology for developing dynamic data driven web sites features an expert author team all are members of microsoft s asp net team uses a step by step approach to explain all major features and functionalities and provides practical tutorials to allow you to create real world applications goes into theory as well as practical application and covers such topics as razor nuget powershell inside visual studio 2010 and new layout features move your development skills to the next level with mvc 3.0 and professional asp net mvc 3.0 asp net 4.5 remains microsoft s preferred technology for creating dynamic websites providing developers with unrivaled power and flexibility pro asp net 4.5 in vb is the most complete reference to asp net that you will find this comprehensively revised fifth edition will teach you everything you need to know in order to create well designed asp net websites beginning with core concepts the book progresses steadily through key professional skills you ll be shown how to query databases in detail consider the myriad applications of xml and step through all the considerations you need to be aware of when securing your site from intruders finally you ll consider advanced topics such as using client side validation jquery and ajax by the time you have read this book you will have learned all the skills you need to use asp net 4.5 with confidence asp net 4.5 remains microsoft s preferred technology for creating dynamic websites providing developers with unrivaled power and flexibility pro asp net 4.5 in c is the most complete reference to asp net that you will find this comprehensively revised fifth edition will teach you everything you need to know in order to create well designed asp net websites beginning with core concepts the book progresses steadily through key professional skills you ll be shown how to query databases in detail consider the myriad applications of xml and step through all the considerations you need to be aware of when securing your site from intruders finally you ll consider advanced topics such as using client side validation jquery and ajax by the time you have read this book you will have learned all the skills you need to use asp net 4.5 with confidence over 90 incredible and powerful recipes to help you efficiently use nhibernate in your application about this book master the full range of nhibernate features through detailed example recipes that you can quickly apply to your own applications reduce hours of application development time and get a better application architecture and improved performance create maintain and update your database structure automatically with the help of nhibernate who this book is for this book is written for net developers who want to use nhibernate and those who want to deepen their knowledge of the platform examples are written in c and xml some basic knowledge of sql is assumed if you build net applications that use relational databases this book is for you what you will learn create a persistent object model to move data in and out of your database build the database from your model automatically configure nhibernate for use with webforms mvc wpf and winforms applications create database queries using a variety of methods improve the performance of your applications using a variety of techniques build an infrastructure for fast easy test driven development of your data access layer implement entity validation auditing full text search horizontal partitioning sharding and spatial queries using nhibernate contrib projects in detail nhibernate is a mature flexible scalable and feature complete open source project for data access although it sounds like an easy task to build and
mastering ninject for dependency injection

Maintain database applications can be challenging to get beyond the basics and develop applications that meet your needs perfectly. Ninject allows you to use plain SQL and stored procedures less and keep focus on your application logic instead. Learning the best practices for a Ninject-based application will help you avoid problems and ensure that your project is a success. The book will take you from the absolute basics of Ninject through its most advanced features. You'll learn how to take full advantage of each concept to quickly create amazing database applications. You will learn several techniques for each of the four core Ninject tasks: configuration mapping, session and transaction management, and querying and which techniques fit best with various types of applications in short. You will be able to build an application using Ninject by the end of the book. You will also learn how to best implement enterprise application architecture patterns using Ninject leading to clean easy to understand code and increased productivity. In addition to new features you will learn creative ways to extend the Ninject core as well as gaining techniques to work with the Ninject search shards, spatial envers, and validation projects style and approach. This book contains recipes with examples organized in functional areas each containing step-by-step instructions on everything necessary to execute a particular task. The book is designed so you can read it from start to end or just open up any chapter and start following the recipes. A team of MVPs guides you through the .NET 4 Framework written by a group of experienced MVPs. This unparalleled book delves into the intricate and often daunting world of .NET 4. Each author draws from a particular area of expertise to provide invaluable information on using the various .NET 4 features. Silverlight 4 and Visual Studio tools in the real world. The authors break down the vast .NET 4 Framework into easily digestible portions to offer you a strong foundation on what makes .NET such a popular and successful framework for building a wide range of solutions. Breaks down the .NET 4 Framework into easily understandable sections. Features more than a dozen MVPs serving as authors each of whom focuses on a particular area of expertise. Covers such topics as Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight 4, Windows Communication Foundation, ASP.NET, and more. The book is for beginning and intermediate software developers and architects. This book is for teams of developers working on real projects. It provides clear and concise guidance on how to use the .NET 4 Framework to build high-quality applications.
テスト駆動開発の考案者であるkent beck自身によって書かれた原典を日本におけるテスト駆動開発の第一人者である和田卓人氏が訳しました。テスト駆動開発とは単にテスト自動化を行うことではなく、ユニットテストとリファクタリングを両輪とした小さいサイクルを回すことで不確実性を制御し、不間断の設計進化を可能にする手法であることを実例を通して学ぶことができます。このような方におすすめです。テスト駆動開発に興味があるプログラマ、アジャイルソフトウェア開発手法に興味があるソフトウェア開発者向け。
Mastering Ninject for Dependency Injection

2013-09-25

mastering ninject for dependency injection teaches you the most powerful concepts of ninject in a simple and easy to understand format using lots of practical examples, diagrams, and illustrations. Mastering Ninject for Dependency Injection is aimed at software developers and architects who wish to create maintainable, extensible, testable and loosely coupled applications since Ninject targets the .NET platform, this book is not suitable for software developers of other platforms being familiar with design patterns such as Singleton or Factory would be beneficial but no knowledge of dependency injection or IoC is assumed.

Gradle Dependency Management

2015-06-17

Gradle is the next generation in build automation. It allows you to define dependencies for your project in a clear way and also customize how they are resolved to suit your needs. It offers fine-grained control over how to publish your artifacts to Maven and Ivy repositories. Gradle dependency management defines dependencies for your Java-based project and customizes how they are resolved. You will learn how to configure the publication of artifacts to different repositories. Packed with plenty of code samples, you will understand how to define the repositories that contain dependencies following this. You will learn how to customize the dependency resolution process in Gradle.

Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC Developers

2014-09-16

API 2 is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s Web Services Toolkit, which allows the creation of RESTful applications built on the .NET platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a high-productivity development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide range of clients including mobile devices. This book puts API into context for the experienced .NET Framework developer and dives deep into the tools and techniques required to build API applications that integrate with the .NET Framework and shows you how to create single-page applications to consume them. Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains how to get the most from API 2 by building on the foundation of the .NET Framework and the .NET platform. He starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features going in depth to give you the knowledge you need.

Exam Ref 70-487 Developing Windows Azure and Web Services (MCSD)

2013-11-15

Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-487 and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of developing Windows Azure and web services designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status. Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft Specialist level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: accessing data, querying, and manipulating data by using the Entity Framework designing and implementing WCF services creating and consuming API-based services deploying web applications and services. This Microsoft Exam Ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what-if scenarios to challenge you.

Pro ASP.NET MVC 4

2013-01-29
The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility. Combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant advances over previous versions. New mobile and desktop templates employing adaptive rendering are included together with support for jQuery Mobile for the first time. New display modes allow your application to select views based on the browser that's making the request, while code generation recipes for Visual Studio help you auto-generate project-specific code for a wide variety of situations including NuGet support. In this fourth edition, the core model-view-controller MVC architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in action. You'll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e-commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC with the latest C# language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience.

Mastering Xamarin.Forms

Create high-quality multi-platform native apps with Xamarin forms. Key features packed with real-world scenarios and solutions to help you build professional-grade mobile apps. Xamarin forms build an effective mobile app architecture with the Xamarin forms toolkit. Find out how and why you should use architectural patterns and get best practices with Xamarin forms. Book description discovers how to extend and build upon the components of the Xamarin forms toolkit to develop an effective robust mobile app architecture starting with an app built with the basics of the Xamarin forms toolkit. You'll go step by step through several advanced topics to create a solution architecture rich with the benefits of good design patterns and best practices. You'll start by introducing a core separation between the app's user interface and its business logic by applying the MVVM pattern and data binding.

ASP.NET MVC 4 and the Web API

This one-hundred-page book focuses exclusively on how you can best use the ASP.NET MVC 4 framework to build world-class REST services using the API. It sets aside much of what the ASP.NET MVC framework can do and focuses exclusively on how the API can help you build web services, without finding any help on CSS, HTML, JavaScript, or jQuery. Nor will you find any help on the Razor view engine, HTML helpers, or model binding if you need this information. Then Pro ASP.NET MVC 4 is your perfect book. ASP.NET MVC 4 and the API building a REST service from start to finish helps you build cutting-edge REST services using ASP.NET MVC 4 and the API in more depth and detail.
than any other resource asp net mvc has always been a good platform on which to implement rest but with the advent of the api it has now become even better this book will show you why it s great and how to get the most from it author jamie kurtz will take you from zero to full blown rest service hero in no time at all and you ll even learn how to incorporate some popular open source tools along the way little or no experience with asp net or the mvc framework is required

**Professional ASP.NET MVC 5**

2014-07-15

asp net mvc insiders cover the latest updates to the technology in this popular wrox reference mvc 5 is the newest update to the popular microsoft technology that enables you to build dynamic data driven websites like previous versions this guide shows you step by step techniques on using mvc to best advantage with plenty of practical tutorials to illustrate the concepts it covers controllers views and models forms and html helpers data annotation and validation membership authorization and security mvc 5 the latest version of mvc adds sophisticated features such as single page applications mobile optimization and adaptive rendering a team of top microsoft mvp experts along with visionaries in the field provide practical advice on basic and advanced mvc topics covers controllers views models forms data annotations authorization and security ajax routing asp net web api dependency injection unit testing real world application and much more professional asp net mvc 5 is the comprehensive resource you need to make the best use of the updated model view controller technology

**Programming ASP.NET MVC 4**

2012-09-14

get up and running with asp net mvc 4 and learn how to build modern server side web applications this guide helps you understand how the framework performs and shows you how to use various features to solve many real world development scenarios you re likely to face in the process you ll learn how to work with html javascript the entity framework and other web technologies you ll start by learning core concepts such as the model view controller architectural pattern and then work your way toward advanced topics the authors demonstrate asp net mvc 4 best practices and techniques by building a sample online auction site ebuy throughout the book learn the similarities between asp net mvc 4 and forms use entity framework to create and maintain an application database create rich web applications using jquery for client side development incorporate ajax techniques into your web applications learn how to create and expose asp net api services deliver a rich and consistent experience for mobile devices apply techniques for error handling automated testing and build automation use various options to deploy your asp net mvc 4 application

**Pro ASP.NET MVC 5**

2014-02-28

the asp net mvc 5 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability to define routes using c attributes and the ability to override filters the user experience of building mvc applications has also been substantially improved the new more tightly integrated visual studio 2013 ide has been created specifically with mvc application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve development times and assist in reporting debugging and deploying your code the popular bootstrap javascript library has also now been included natively within mvc 5 providing you the developer with a wider range of multi platform css and html5 options than ever before without the penalty of having to load in third party libraries
ASP.NET Web API 2: Building a REST Service from Start to Finish

2014-08-07

The ASP.NET MVC framework has always been a good platform on which to implement REST based services but the introduction of the ASP.NET API framework raised the bar to a whole new level now in release version 2.1 the API framework has evolved into a powerful and refreshingly usable platform this concise book provides technical background and guidance that will enable you to best use the ASP.NET API 2 framework to build world class REST services. New content in this edition includes new capabilities in API 2 currently version 2.1 support for partial updates or patch API versioning support for legacy SOAP based operations how to handle non-resource APIs using REST how to best expose relationships between resources JSON tokens CORS CSRF get ready for authors Jamie Kurtz and Brian Wortman to take you from zero to REST service hero in no time at all. No prior experience with ASP.NET API is required all API related concepts are introduced from basic principles and developed to the point where you can use them in a production system a good working knowledge of C and the .NET framework are the only prerequisites to best benefit from this book.

Pro ASP.NET MVC 3 Framework

2011-08-06

The ASP.NET MVC 3 framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft's ASP.NET web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET 4 in this third edition the core Model View Controller MVC architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in action you'll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e-commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC with the latest C language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience you'll discover MVC's strengths and weaknesses for yourself and put your best learned theory into practice the book's authors Steve Sanderson and Adam Freeman have both watched the growth of ASP.NET MVC since its first release Steve is a well-known blogger on the MVC framework and a member of the Microsoft platform and tools team Adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been responsible for some of the world's largest and most ambitious projects you can be sure you are in safe hands.

Xamarin: Cross-Platform Mobile Application Development

2016-08-31

Master the skills required to develop cross-platform applications from drawing board to app store using Xamarin about this book learn to deliver high performance native apps that leverage platform specific acceleration complied for native performance learn development techniques that will allow you to use and create custom layouts for cross-platform UI gain the knowledge needed to become more efficient in testing deploying and monitoring your applications implement application life cycle management concepts to manage cross-platform projects who this book is for Mobile application developers wanting to develop skills required to steer cross-platform applications using Xamarin what you will learn share C code across platforms and call native Objective C or Java libraries from C submit your app to the Apple App Store and Google Play use the output of the box services to support third-party libraries find out how to get feedback while your application is used by your users create shared data access using a local SQLite database and a REST service test and monitor your applications gain memory management skills to avoid memory leaks and premature code cycles while decreasing the memory print of your applications integrate network resources with cross-platform applications design and implement eye-catching reusable UI components without compromising on nativity in mobile applications in detail developing a mobile application for just one platform is becoming a thing of the past companies expect their apps to be supported on iOS, Android and Windows Phone while leveraging the best native features on all three platforms Xamarin's tools help ease this problem by giving developers a single toolset to target all three platforms the main goal of this
course is to equip you with knowledge to successfully analyze develop and manage xamarin cross platform projects using the most efficient robust and scalable implementation patterns module 1 is a step by step guide to building real world applications for ios and android the module walks you through building a chat application complete with a backend web service and native features such as gps location camera and push notifications additionally you’ll learn how to use external libraries with xamarin and xamarin forms module 2 provide you recipes on how to create an architecture that will be maintainable extendable use xamarin forms plugins to boost productivity we start with a simple creation of a xamarin forms solution customize the style and behavior of views for each platform further on we demonstrate the power of architecting a cross platform solution next you will utilize and access hardware features that vary from platform to platform with cross platform techniques you will master the steps of getting the app ready and publishing it in the app store the last module starts with general topics such as memory management asynchronous programming local storage networking and platform specific features you will learn about key tools to leverage the pattern and advanced implementation strategies finally we show you the toolset for application lifecycle management to help you prepare the development pipeline to manage and see cross platform projects through to public or private release after the completion of this course you will learn a path that will get you up and running with developing cross platform mobile applications and help you become the go to person when it comes to xamarin style and approach this course will serve as comprehensive guide for developing cross platform applications with xamarin with a unique approach that will engage you like never before as you create real world cross platform apps on your own

**Pro ASP.NET Web API**

2013-11-26

pro asp net api shows you how to build flexible extensible web services that run seamlessly on a range of operating systems and devices from desktops to tablets to smart phones even the ones we don’t know today asp net api is a new framework designed to simplify web service architecture so if you're tired of interoperability issues between inflexible web services and clients tied to specific platforms or programming languages or if you've ever struggled with wcf this book is for you to start with you'll get up to speed on api's modern http programming model rest and your hosting options you'll then dive into building a real application over a series of three chapters so you can get an immediate feel for how this technology works in practice the second half of the book features dedicated chapters on topics like routing controllers validation and tracing and the authors close with discussions on performance hosting and an all important look at unit testing to help you prepare your application for the real world asp net api makes http a first class citizen of net with pro asp net api you can build http based web services for your company or business expose your data to the world across different formats and devices and gain the best possible global reach for your application

**Professional ASP.NET MVC 4**

2012-09-17

an outstanding author team presents the ultimate wrox guide to asp net mvc 4 microsoft insiders join giants of the software development community to offer this in depth guide to asp net mvc an essential web development technology experienced net and asp net developers will find all the important information they need to build dynamic data driven websites with asp net and the newest release of microsoft's model view controller technology featuring step by step guidance and lots of code samples this guide gets you started and moves all the way to advanced topics using plenty of examples designed to give experienced net and asp net programmers everything needed to work with the newest version of mvc technology expert author team includes microsoft asp net mvc insiders as well as leaders of the programming community covers controllers views models forms and html helpers data annotation and validation membership authorization security and routing includes essential topics such as ajax and jquery nuget dependency injection unit testing extending mvc and razor includes additional real world coverage requested by readers of the previous edition as well as a new case study example chapter
Applied ASP.NET 4 in Context

2011-12-17

ASP.NET 4 is the latest version of Microsoft's revolutionary web technology. It is the principal technology for creating dynamic web pages on the Windows platform. Applied ASP.NET 4 in Context sets the standard for clear, simple hands-on advice for learning and deploying Microsoft's dynamic web solutions. Seasoned .NET author Adam Freeman explains how to get the most from ASP.NET by focusing on the features you need for your project. He starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features, going in depth to give you the knowledge you need to use ASP.NET in a real-world context. Effective and powerful ASP.NET programming is easier than ever before with this informed and practical guide.

Xamarin 4.x Cross-Platform Application Development

2016-12-26

Develop powerful cross-platform applications with Xamarin. This book teaches you how to write native cross-platform applications with Xamarin design user interfaces that can be shared across Android, iOS, and Windows Phone using Xamarin Forms. Practical cross-platform development strategies who this book is for—If you are a developer with experience in C# and are just getting into mobile development, this is the book for you. This book will give you a head start with cross-platform development and will be the most useful to developers who have experience with desktop applications or the web. What you will learn—Apple's MVC design pattern, the Android activity lifecycle, sharing C# code across platforms, and using native Objective C or Java libraries from C#. It creates a real web service back end in Windows Azure using SQL Azure as database storage, setting up third-party libraries such as NuGet and Objective Sharpie in many different ways, and porting a desktop .NET library to Xamarin. Xamarin Mobile allows for camera, contacts, and location in detail. Xamarin is a leading cross-platform application development tool used by companies such as Coca-Cola, Honeywell, and Alaska Airlines to build apps. Version 4 features significant updates to the platform including the release of Xamarin Forms 2.0, improvements to the iOS and Android designers, and the Xamarin Designer. Xamarin was acquired by Microsoft so it is now part of the Visual Studio family. This book will show you how to build applications for iOS, Android, and Windows and you will be walked through the process of creating an application that comes complete with a back end web service and native features such as GPS location, camera push notifications, and other core features. Additionally, you will learn how to use external libraries with Xamarin and Xamarin Forms to create user interfaces. This book also provides instructions for Visual Studio and Windows. This edition has been updated with new screenshots and detailed steps to provide you with a holistic overview of the new features. Xamarin 4 style and approach this book offers a tutorial style approach to teach you the skills required to develop end-to-end cross-platform solutions with Xamarin.

Pro ASP.NET MVC 2 Framework

2011-01-10

Author Steven Sanderson has seen the ASP.NET MVC framework mature from the start so his experience combined with comprehensive coverage of all the new features including those in the official MVC development toolkit offers the clearest understanding of how this exciting new framework can improve your coding efficiency. This book will give you invaluable up-to-date knowledge of security deployment and interoperability challenges. The ASP.NET MVC 2 framework introduces a radical high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET 3.5. In this book, the core model-view-controller MVC architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in action. You will work through an extended tutorial to create a working e-commerce web application that combines ASP.NET MVC with C# language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience.
Learning NServiceBus - Second Edition

2015-01-31

if you are a net developer who wants to eliminate the problems related to defective third party web service integration or batch job failures then this is the book for you it is also perfect for those of you who are new to nservicebus and service oriented architecture and would like to learn how you can streamline all of your development efforts

Professional ASP.NET MVC 3

2011-07-22

new edition of the top book on mvc from the top asp.net experts at microsoft mvc 3.0 is the latest update to microsoft's model view controller technology which enables developers to build dynamic data driven web sites this in depth book shows you step by step how to use mvc 3.0 written by top asp.net mvc experts at microsoft the latest edition of this popular book covers new and updated features such as the new view engine razor nuget and much more the book's practical tutorials reinforce concepts and allow you create real world applications topics include controllers and actions forms and html helpers ajax unit testing and much more shows developers and programmers how to use asp.net mvc 3.0 microsoft's new version of its model view controller technology for developing dynamic data driven web sites features an expert author team all are members of microsoft's asp.net team uses a step by step approach to explain all major features and functionalities and provides practical tutorials to allow you to create real world applications goes into theory as well as practical application and covers such topics as razor nuget powershell inside visual studio 2010 and new layout features move your development skills to the next level with mvc 3.0 and professional asp.net mvc 3.0

Pro ASP.NET 4.5 in VB

2013-09-21

asp.net 4.5 remains microsoft's preferred technology for creating dynamic websites providing developers with unrivaled power and flexibility pro asp.net 4.5 in vb is the most complete reference to asp.net that you will find this comprehensively revised fifth edition will teach you everything you need to know in order to create well designed asp.net websites beginning with core concepts the book progresses steadily through key professional skills you'll be shown how to query databases in detail consider the myriad applications of xml and step through all the considerations you need to be aware of when securing your site from intruders finally you'll consider advanced topics such as using client side validation jquery and ajax by the time you have read this book you will have learned all the skills you need to use asp.net 4.5 with confidence

Pro ASP.NET 4.5 in C#

2013-09-21

asp.net 4.5 remains microsoft's preferred technology for creating dynamic websites providing developers with unrivaled power and flexibility pro asp.net 4.5 in c is the most complete reference to asp.net that you will find this comprehensively revised fifth edition will teach you everything you need to know in order to create well designed asp.net websites beginning with core concepts the book progresses steadily through key professional skills you'll be shown how to query databases in detail consider the myriad applications of xml and step through all the considerations you need to be aware of when securing your site from intruders finally you'll consider advanced topics such as using client side validation jquery and ajax by the time you have read this book you will have learned all the skills you need to use asp.net 4.5 with confidence
NHibernate 4.x Cookbook

2017-01-31

over 90 incredible and powerful recipes to help you efficiently use nhibernate in your application about this book
master the full range of nhibernate features through detailed example recipes that you can quickly apply to your
own applications reduce hours of application development time and get a better application architecture and
improved performance create maintain and update your database structure automatically with the help of
nhibernate who this book is for this book is written for net developers who want to use nhibernate and those who
want to deepen their knowledge of the platform examples are written in c and xml some basic knowledge of sql is
assumed if you build net applications that use relational databases this book is for you what you will learn create a
persistent object model to move data in and out of your database build the database from your model
automatically configure nhibernate for use with webforms mvc wpf and winforms applications create database
queries using a variety of methods improve the performance of your applications using a variety of techniques
build an infrastructure for fast easy test driven development of your data access layer implement entity validation
auditing full text search horizontal partitioning sharding and spatial queries using nhibernate contrib projects in
detail nhibernate is a mature flexible scalable and feature complete open source project for data access although
it sounds like an easy task to build and maintain database applications it can be challenging to get beyond the
basics and develop applications that meet your needs perfectly nhibernate allows you to use plain sql and stored
procedures less and keep focus on your application logic instead learning the best practices for a nhibernate
based application will help you avoid problems and ensure that your project is a success the book will take you
from the absolute basics of nhibernate through to its most advanced features showing you how to take full
advantage of each concept to quickly create amazing database applications you will learn several techniques for
each of the four core nhibernate tasks configuration mapping session and transaction management and querying
and which techniques fit best with various types of applications in short you will be able to build an application
using nhibernate by the end of the book you will also learn how to best implement enterprise application
architecture patterns using nhibernate leading to clean easy to understand code and increased productivity in
addition to new features you will learn creative ways to extend the nhibernate core as well as gaining techniques
to work with the nhibernate search shards spatial envers and validation projects style and approach this book
contains recipes with examples organized in functional areas each containing step by step instructions on
everything necessary to execute a particular task the book is designed so you can read it from start to end or just
open up any chapter and start following the recipes

Real World .NET, C#, and Silverlight

2011-11-01

a team of mvp authors guides you through the net 4 framework written by a group of experienced mvps this
unparalleled book delves into the intricate and often daunting world of net 4 each author draws from a particular
area of expertise to provide invaluable information on using the various net 4 c 4 silverlight 4 and visual studio
tools in the real world the authors break down the vast net 4 framework into easily digestible portions to offer you
a strong foundation on what makes net such a popular and successful framework for building a wide range of
solutions breaks down the net 4 framework into easily understandable sections features more than a dozen mvps
serving as authors each of whom focuses on a particular area of expertise covers such topics as windows
presentation foundation silverlight 4 windows communication foundation asp net performance the entity
framework and more shares c tips and tricks and net architecture best practices from a team of microsoft mvps
real world net 4 and c is the ultimate resource for discovering and understanding the net 4 framework

ASP.NET MVC5実践プログラミング

2014-09
Practical Microsoft Visual Studio 2015

2016-11-21

learn the details of the most highly recommended practices of software development using the latest version of visual studio 2015 recommended practices are grouped by development phase and explained in far more detail than the typical tips and tricks compilations this book also contains detailed coverage of recognized patterns and practices used to create software in a timely manner with expected quality in the context of using specific visual studio 2015 features creating software is part defined process and part empirical process while there is no single best process to employ in all development scenarios mvp author peter ritchie helps readers navigate the complexity of development options and decide which techniques and visual studio 2015 features to use based on the needs of their particular project readers will learn practices such as those related to working in teams design and architecture refactoring source code control workflows unit testing performance testing coding practices use of common patterns code analysis ide extensions and more what you will learn use patterns and practices within visual studio implement practices of software creation work in teams develop workflows for software projects who this book is for beginning and intermediate software developers and architects

ASP.NET MVC 5

2014-09-20

ASP.NET MVC 5 実践プログラミング

ASP.NET Core

2019-05-23

Clean Coder プロフェッショナルプログラマへの道

2018-07-27
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Java Puzzlers
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Java Puzzlers

MSDN Magazine
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MSDN Magazine

bash Cookbook
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bash Cookbook

this book is a translation from java to net as well as an expansion of the bestselling hibernate in action all traces of java have been carefully replaced by their net equivalents in order to guide readers through complex business operations
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